Providing Architects and Builders with Superior Paving, Decking and Pedestal Products

Commercial | Luxury Residential | Civic

THERMORY WOOD PAVERS

Distinguished & Eco-Friendly
Thermory decking tiles provide decks, terraces, and courtyards with the warmth and character of natural wood. Thermal modification gives wood a beautiful rich color and aesthetic appeal. It makes wood more durable, stable, and resistant to the environment. Thermory products are unrivaled in environmental responsibility.

Structural Hardwood Decking Tiles
Suitable for both residential and high-traffic commercial applications, Thermory Wood Pavers offer exceptional flexibility in landscape design as they can be installed on raised pedestals.
**HDG THERMORY DECK TILES**

### Thermory Square Pavers

- **Surface:** Smooth
- **Model:** 7S-SQ60
- **Color:** Brown*
- **Janka Hardness Rating:** 1,320 lbs
- **Dimensions:** 23-1/2” x 23-1/2” x 2”
- **Dimensions (mm):** [597mm] x [597mm] x [52mm]
- **Weight psf:** < 5 lbs
- **Fire Rating:** Class B (Reduces combustibility)

### Thermory Rectangular Pavers

- **Surface:** Smooth
- **Model:** 7S-R60
- **Color:** Brown*
- **Janka Hardness Rating:** 1,320 lbs
- **Dimensions:** 23-1/2” x 47-1/8” x 2”
- **Dimensions (mm):** [597mm] x [1199mm] x [52mm]
- **Weight psf:** < 5 lbs
- **Fire Rating:** Class B (Reduces combustibility)

6-slat square (6S-SQ) and 6-slat rectangle (6S-R) also available

*Colors may vary and change without notice.

HDG Building Materials is an authorized dealer for Thermory and is the national distributor for Thermory Pavers.

Call 503.360.9551

or email sales@hdgbuildingmaterials.com